A Novel Indocyanine Green Fluorescence-Guided Laparoscopic Technique to Map the Site of Obscure Gastrointestinal Haemorrhage
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Rezumat

Identificarea sursei de sângeare digestivă obscură printr-o nouă tehnică laparoscopică ghidată ICG

Scopul studiului: Evaluarea fezabilității unei noi metode de localizare pe cale laparoscopică a sursei de sângeare digestivă obscură, metodă ghidată de fluorescența indocianinei (ICG) în etapa tardivă de metabolizare.

Metoda: Studiul de fezabilitate a inclus pacienți cu modificări chirurgicale ale anatomiei digestive, diagnosticați cu sângeare digestivă obscură, metodă ghidată de fluorescența indocianinei (ICG) în etapa tardivă de metabolizare. Cinci ml de soluție ICG se injectează intravenos și se efectuează inspecția laparoscopică în etapa de washout vascular. Localizarea zonei de origine a hemoragiei este promptă și controlul acesteia se realizează laparoscopic sau endoscopic.

Introduction

Gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding is a potentially life-threatening medical condition, occurring as an evolutive complication of a digestive tract disorder or, as a postoperative complication of any surgery of the gut (1, 2). Despite the recent advances and the wide use of endoscopic visualization (flexible video-endoscopes or video-capsule) and the progress of radiographic imaging (tagged red blood cell scintigraphy, computed tomographic (CT))
angiography, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) and angiography) GI bleeding can remain obscure or inaccessible for these techniques (3,4).

The obscure GI bleeding, overt or occult, is defined as a recurrent bleeding in which the source is not identified with the above-mentioned investigations (5,6). Facing the reality, the diagnostic work-up of an obscure GI bleeding can be inoperable due to clinical or institutional limitations (7) while, the recommended therapeutic solutions are not always easy to access. Using surgery to broaden the diagnostic and therapeutic possibilities, to intraoperatively localize and control the obscure GI bleeding source, may be also a challenging task (8). Moreover, even with a preoperative localization using selective angiography, the intraoperative precise confirmation of the bleeding origin may be difficult.

Therefore, any progress to support the prompt mapping followed by an accessible and efficient control of the haemorrhage is important.

Indocyanine Green (ICG), known also as Fluorescein, was used in ophthalmology since the '70s and later introduced for diagnostic purposes in various medical domains. ICG solution is injected in the circulation, binds with blood plasma and in 3-5 minutes runs in the bloodstream. Its fluorescence may be observed in real time using special infrared system cameras as a real time angiography.

Near-Infrared (NIR) Indocyanine Green (ICG) fluorescence is being recognized as a critical upgrade to the intraoperative decision making in surgery (9).

The idea of using ICG to identify the site of an obscure enteral bleeding was recently introduced (10,11). An intraarterial catheter is preoperatively introduced into the superior mesenteric artery and progressed to the branches of the bowel suspected to include the bleeding source. A selective ICG angiography is intraoperatively performed and using a NIR equipped laparoscope, the site of the haemorrhage is confirmed (10,11).

This technique follows the principles of a similar procedure but using Methylene Blue (12-14) and, requires preoperative angiographic assessment of the bleeding site and complementary gestures of interventional radiology (15).

On the other hand, the endoluminal explorations made significant progress to identify the bleeding origin. Using an infrared endoscopic system and flushing the hemorrhagic site with ICG solution, a successful real-time visualization of the bleeding points was demonstrated during the endoscopic procedures (16).

However, all the described surgical techniques to identify the obscure GI bleeding are speculating only the early phases of the ICG metabolism (17), analyzing the transitory presence of the dye in the blood vessels. Our idea was to trace the ICG when it is abnormally going out from the circulation, targeting the bleeding sites, where it will be accumulated and observed for a longer time interval. These bleeding sites may not be evident in the ICG distribution phase but, be promptly observed 20-30 minutes after the intravenous injection, when the circulating dye will be washed out by the liver. To our knowledge, an open or laparoscopic exploration, using infrared technology to map the site of the GI bleeding after the ICG clearance from the bloodstream, was never used before.

The aim of our study was to explore the feasibility and the effectiveness of a novel IGC fluorescence-guided post dye circulation wash-out laparoscopic technique to localize the obscure GI haemorrhage (Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping).

Method

The feasibility study was IRB approved, in 2020 and included patients admitted in our institution with obscure overt GI bleeding, who previously underwent surgical modifications of the gut architecture (gastrointestinal bypasses). The patients were admitted in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) for monitoring. After resuscitation and blood transfusion, extensive investigations to localize the site of the GI bleeding, including upper endoscopy,
colonoscopy and, CT angio-graphy should be performed, iteratively if necessary. Video-capsule endoscopy (VCE) was not considered due to the obstructive risks related to the history of abdominal surgery whilst double balloon endoscopy (DBE) was not available.

As a result of the extensive diagnostic work-up, the bleeding source may be identified, or it may continue to be unknown. Whenever the bleeding source is localized and an endoscopic or radiologic approach to control the hemorrhage can be accessed and achieved, the patients are referred for the prompt specific therapy and excluded from the study.

If the GI bleeding remains obscure or the bleeding site is inaccessible for the nonsurgical methods, we proposed Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping.

We planned to act similarly, in the patients needing urgent identification and control of the GI bleeding, before completing or repeating the relevant investigations. A typical example for this category are patients presenting with overt GI bleeding and negative endoscopy, an inconclusive colonoscopy (due to massive presence of bloody faeces), with the bleeding source also undetected during CT angiography. The anaemia and the clinical evolution may not give time for bowel preparation or to repeat any of the investigations and, the Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping is proposed.

Operative Room set up

The operative room (OR) dedicated to Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping should be equipped as a hybrid facility for minimally invasive technologies. Besides the laparoscopic equipment, ready for advanced video-assisted procedures, an integrated or dedicated infra-red technology system to capture the fluorescent ICG, is mandatory. An endoscopic tower prepared for any endoluminal haemostasis techniques and connected to a CO2 insufflator, will be ready to act complementary to laparoscopic surgery, for the confirmation and controlling of the bleeding source. Finally, a mobile radiological system (i.e. C-Arm), to support the interventional radiology procedures and, if needed, to facilitate the endoscopic maneuvers, will complete the OR setting.

Laparoscopic Technique

General anesthesia with oro-traheal intubation is required for the Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping. The patient is placed in dorsal decubitus with the legs in abduction (“French position”) and secured on the operating table, to allow its safe mobilization (Trendelenburg, reverse-Trendelenburg or any lateral tilt) and permit the intra-operative transanal endoscopic access.

A Veress needle or an open access technique is used to create the CO2 pneumo-peritoneum. The position of the optical and working trocars is customized relative to the previous abdominal surgeries’ scars and adhesions. A 30-degree endoscope is recommended for this procedure. Minimal but adequate laparoscopic adhesiolysis will be performed to have proper access to all the intestinal segments and a clear understanding of the surgical anatomy. Intraoperative endoscopy with gas insufflation and trans-illumination can be useful to improve the understanding of the gut surgical modifications of the normal anatomy. The exploration may reveal blood content in the small and/or large bowel and, sometimes can indicate the suspected site of the bleeding.

At this stage, 5 ml of Indocyanine Green aqueous solution (Verdye®, 5 mg/ml, Diagnostic Green, Germany) are intravenously injected and the OR timer is started. The videoendoscope will be switched on infra-red mode, ready to visualize the fluorescent signal. In 3-5 minutes, the dye will record a maximal intensity of the signal and, 15 to 30 minutes after it will be eliminated from the bloodstream (18). Half an hour after the ICG intra-venous administration, the dye will be almost completely washed-out from the circulation and it should be present only in the liver and, at any and each bleeding site, mapping the origin of the haemorrhage.

If the technique is applied in patients with no history of abdominal surgery, expecting no
adhesions and facile manipulation of the bowel, the ICG can be injected at the induction time of the anesthesia and the OR timer is started. Thus, the dye wash-out phase will occur while the NIR laparoscopic exploration will be set up, saving time until the bleeding site will be confirmed.

As soon as the suspected area of bleeding is localized by the ICG, a careful inspection of the bowel, by a cranially progressing manipulation, should search for the disorder responsible for the haemorrhage. If no clue is offered, a laparoscopic or laparoscopic assisted endoscopic endoluminal inspection of the targeted digestive segment (stomach or bowel) should be performed to identify the exact cause of the GI bleeding. After collecting all the information, an endoscopic, laparoscopic, or open surgery approach will be decided and performed to achieve adequate haemostasis. These techniques may be conservative (i.e. endoscopic clipping, small tumour resection, coagulation or use of argon plasma) or surgical excisions (i.e. bowel resection).

Results

The IGC fluorescence-guided post dye wash-out laparoscopic technique (Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping) was used to localize the obscure GI bleeding in a series of two patients.

Case 1. A 43-year old male, who received a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGBP) two days before, developed a GI bleeding with haematochezia and haemoglobin drop (from 14.2 to 8.8 mg/dl) before his discharge. The bariatric surgery procedure was indicated for morbid obesity (BMI of 46 kg/m²), type 2 DM and metabolic syndrome, and antithrombotic prophylaxis was post-operatively initiated (Fragmin 7500 UI twice per day). The initial postoperative evolution was uneventful and after presenting the signs of GI bleeding, he was transferred to ICU for resuscitation and blood transfusions.

The upper GI tract endoscopy as well as CT angiography were unable to identify an active bleeding source. No clot or abnormal bowel dilation was described at the CT scan. Moreover, the patient presented more episodes of haematochezia and the haemoglobin dropped to 6.6 mg/dl despite the blood transfusions.

We have noticed that no history of colonoscopy was encountered. Considering the bleeding risk of the high doses of antithrombotic therapy on unknown intestinal disorders, a colonoscopy was proposed. However, the information was limited by the massive presence of digested blood in the rectum.

Evaluating the clinical situation, the potential evolution to haemorrhagic shock and the conclusion of the investigations, the patient’s condition was qualified as an acute obscure GI bleeding with the need of urgent control of the haemorrhage. Therefore, we have decided to laparoscopically reexplore the abdomen to identify the bleeding source and perform the haemostasis.

The previously IRB approved protocol of ICG fluorescence-guided post dye circulation wash-out laparoscopic technique was considered to localize the site of the acute obscure GI haemorrhage.

The procedure was following the steps described above. Expecting no postoperative adhesions and an easy access to entire digestive track, 5 ml of ICG was intravenously injected during induction of general anesthesia and start the timer. Laparoscopic inspection was initiated 22 minutes after injection, just before the dye wash-out of the circulation.

Carefully inspection using an endoscope with NIR technology (NOVADAQ, US) demonstrated no fluorescent signal at the level of colon, JJA, common and alimentary loops. At the proximal segment of the biliary-pancreatic loop an intense ICG fluorescence signal was demonstrated (Fig. 1). This was indicating that the haemorrhage may be originated from the gastric remnant. Indeed, post dye wash-out intense signal was demonstrated at the level of duodenum but weaker at the gastric remnant.

The laparoscopic trans-gastric exploration of the remnant identified an active bleeding
Haemostasis was achieved with laparoscopic ligation using resorbable stitches. Closing the gastric access was achieved by continuous suture.

Time of surgery was 90 minutes, and the intraoperative blood loss was minimal. Hospital stay was 3 postoperative days.

**Case 2** A 66-year old male patient who underwent an open Whipple resection for pancreatic adenocarcinoma nine months before, was admitted in our institution for a GI bleeding. Known with permanent atrial fibrillation for 12 years, treated with Eliquis 5 mg twice a day and Atenolol 50 mg twice a day, the patient presented to the Emergency Room (ER) for melena, asthenia and dyspnea. At the initial assessment, the patient was stable, with no abdominal pain, while the rectal examination confirmed the presence of melena. His source siding the stapled line (*Fig. 2*).

Figure 1. Postoperative endoluminal hemorrhage after laparoscopic RYGBP. (A) ICG guided infra-red laparoscopy mapped indicated intense signal at the first jejunal loop. (B) The dye is eliminated from the circulation (wash-out phase) and the fluorescent blood fills the enteral lumen.

Figure 2. GI Bleeding following RYGBP. (A) Clots and fresh blood was observed after laparoscopic gastrotomy. (B) After reinjecting ICG the bleeding point (BP) was evident at the stapled line.

Figure 3. GI Bleeding following RYGBP. Schematic representation of the laparoscopic transgastric exploration and hemostasis. Red Arrow - the blood flow originated from stomach; Green arrow - fluorescent signal after ICG wash-out; blue arrow – laparoscopic trans-gastric access (LTGA).
initial blood pressure was 98/65 mmHg, with tachycardia 102 bpm and the laboratory data revealed anemia with hemoglobin 6.3 g/dL.

CT angiography indicated a possible active bleeding from a jejunal loop close to the gastro-jejunal anastomosis (Fig. 4). The endoscopic evaluation was decided. The upper digestive endoscopy was performed, using a long pediatric endoscope. Gastric stasis was observed, with small fresh blood clots. Gastric mucosa was washed and inspected afterward in optimal conditions, without identifying any source of bleeding or any suspicious lesion. The anastomosis was normal and large. The efferent jejunum was inspected for about 30 cm and it showed no sign of bleeding. The afferent jejunum was also inspected, on the whole length, without blood into the lumen. Siding, the cholecdo-jejunoanostomy an area of angioectasia was observed without any recent bleeding sign. Colonoscopy was attempted but remained irrelevant due to the massive rectal presence of digested blood mixed with feces.

The patient was closely supervised in the ICU and received repeated transfusions. Despite the medical therapy, he presented more episodes of hematochezia and a persistent decrease in hemoglobin.

The interdisciplinary medical board decided to repeat the CT angiography and to initiate colon preparation with enemas and perform a proper colonoscopic evaluation.

The CT angiography did not identify any active source of bleeding, while the initial suspicion of a gastro-jejunal source could not be confirmed, neither. Moreover, the interpretation of the radiologist suspected a possible hemorrhage at the level of the right colon, enlarging and not narrowing the area of potential bleeding. Before completing the preparation for colonoscopy, signs of an active upper GI bleeding re-occurred, as the naso-gastric aspirate became bloody and hemoglobin decreased down to 5.1 g/dL (despite repeated transfusions).

Based on the collected information, the condition was qualified as an overt obscure GJ bleeding with an urgent need to be localized and controlled. Therefore, a hybrid approach, endoscopic and laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping was decided to be performed in the OR. Under general anesthesia, the laparoscopic exploration required minimal adhesiolysis and revealed the postoperative gut changes after Whipple procedure. The biliopancreatic loop reached the stomach 40 cm distally, on an end-to-site gastro-jejunal anastomosis and the small bowel and colon were filled with bloody content.

5 ml of ICG were intravenously injected and the OR timer was started.

An iterative endoscopy was intraoperatively performed while the common jejunal loop was occluded with a grasping forceps to prevent the CO2 bowel distension. The endoscopy identified only a small oozing ulceration at the gastro-jejunal anastomosis. Hemostasis was achieved with clips and adrenaline solution injected in the anastomotic mucosa. A naso-jejunal tube was positioned inside the afferent loop.

Half an hour after the ICG intravenous administration, the peritoneal cavity was inspected by means of a 30-degree endoscope and a NIR system (NOVADAQ®, US). The dye was completely washed-out from the circulation and it was retained in the liver. The small bowel and the colon were not presenting fluorescent signal except for the biliopancreatic loop (Fig. 5). The detailed inspection of the biliopancreatic limb noticed a more intense
fluorescent signal toward the enteral proximal end (Fig. 5 B). Weak signal was noticed at the gastric level while at the gastro-jejunal anastomosis, the enteral site demonstrated a significant blood presence (Fig. 5 C). It was concluded that the stomach was contaminated with blood coming from the biliopancreatic limb. Further inspection of the common loop revealed that the blood flow had a limited progression from the gastro-jejunal anastomosis.

Ten minutes after initiating the laparoscopic infrared inspection and, 40 minutes after the ICG intravenous injection, the obscure GI bleeding was mapped at the proximal end of the biliopancreatic jejunal loop. An endoscopic approach was decided to control the jejunal bleeding. Upper GI tract endoscopy with an 160 cm Olympus GIF-H190 Exera 3 endoscope progressed along the biliopancreatic loop with laparoscopic assistance and confirmed the presence of an active bleeding source from angiodysplasia siding the choledocho-jejunal anastomosis (Fig. 6). Argon plasma coagulation was performed endoscopically and local hemostasis was achieved.

Time of surgery was 70 minutes, and the intraoperative blood loss was minimal. Hospital stay was 5 postoperative days.

Analysing the two presented cases, no mortality or specific morbidity was associated to the procedure.

Statistical Analysis – due to the limited number of cases, no statistical evaluation has been performed for this study yet but, all the data is stored in a dedicated database to follow the patients’ evolution.
Discussions

Gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding may be a life-threatening complication and adequate control of the hemorrhage is mandatory. GI bleeding is classified as overt or occult. Overt GI bleeding, known as acute bleeding, is macroscopically observable, such as hematemesis, hematochezia or melena, while occult GI bleeding is not visible to the patient or physician, manifested as a positive fecal occult blood test (FOBT) or iron deficiency anemia, with or without a positive FOBT (5). Obscure GI bleeding was defined as a recurrent bleeding of unknown origin, in which the source is not identified after upper endoscopy and colonoscopy. Obscure bleeding may be either overt or occult (1,3,5,6).

Obscure GI bleeding used to comprise approximately 5% of patients presenting with all gastrointestinal (GI) hemorrhage (19). As the modern diagnostic imaging and endoscopic techniques may identify more of the GI bleeding sources, the range of the obscure GI bleeding tent to narrow. Video-capsule endoscopy, double balloon endoscopy, CT angiography, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), angiography or red cell scintigraphy are used complementary to classical endoscopic explorations and are successfully identifying the bleeding sources in 41-75% of the patients with obscure GI bleeding (4). Moreover, consecutive endoscopic and radiological guided hemostatic techniques are efficiently controlling the bleeding (3).

Therefore, the American College of Gastroenterology (ACG) proposed that the term obscure GI bleeding to be reserved for patients in whom the source cannot be identified anywhere in the GI tract even with the latest imaging modalities (20).

On the other hand, in a real-life case scenario, the above-mentioned extensive diagnostic work-up is not feasible for a significant number of patients with obscure GI bleeding. Either the patient's clinical status is critical and may not give time to run all the diagnostic protocols or the hospital where the patient was urgently admitted can offer a limited access to all modern investigations, the term obscure GI bleeding may continue to be used in the traditional way, (4). as we have decided for the present study.

As the GI bleeding remains obscure, no proper control of the hemorrhage can be planned. If the clinical situation goes worse, performing surgery to identify and control the bleeder may be considered as a next level option. However, the surgical localization of the GI bleeder may a difficult task, if the hemorrhagic lesion is not evident. The recommendations to use surgery for obscure GI bleeding specify that the source of bleeding should be carefully localized before resection (8).

The task here is to develop a technique to easy and promptly identify the bleeding source and give rapid and efficient access to control the hemorrhage.

The use of Methylene blue (Asmethylthioninium Chloride) to intraoperatively mark the bleeding site is a technique introduced in the 80's (12) and it is considered a fairly simple and quick process, compared with visually trying to identify the source of bleeding (13). However, to obtain the enteric mapping, a preoperative super-selective mesenteric angiography (SSMA) is needed, and 0.5 mL of methylene blue (10 mg/mL) is intra-operatively injected using a microcatheter progressed in the small arterial branches of the enteral area of concern (14,21). As a result, the respective segment of bowel is colored thus allowing to perform a selective enteral resection (14).

Methylene blue is also used in breast surgery to identify sentinel lymph nodes, to detect metastatic disease and in colorectal surgery. Headache, vomiting, confusion, shortness of breath, and high blood pressure are the most common side effects (13).

Indocyanine green (ICG) was introduced to map the enteral bleeding since the 90's and the method was following the same approach. A SSMA is preoperatively performed and the suspected bleeding site is intraoperative localized using fluorescein (22). ICG is associated with no side effects but, the intra-operative visualization of the fluorescent dye requires a NIR equipped endoscope (10,11). Similarly, the benefit of the technique is relat-
ed to the limitation of the bowel resection, even in hemodynamically unstable patients (15).

Identifying the bleeding source is also a task for the endoscopic techniques and significant progress has been encountered over the last decade. Using an infrared endoscopic system, the bleeding-points may be detected after flushing the endoluminal hemorrhagic area with ICG solution (16).

More recently, a novel image-enhanced endoscopic technology called red dichromatic imaging (or dual red imaging) was proposed for detecting exposed blood vessels in the gut. This technology may prevent the delayed bleeding after gastric endoscopic exploration (23) or the bleeding in colonic diverticular disease (24).

But all the above-mentioned techniques require the preoperative or endoscopic identification of the bleeding site or at least of an area of concern, which is not the case for many obscure GI bleedings.

Both surgical mapping procedures described before require preoperative SSMA (not always a simple task) and the real-time visualization of the dye progression. If this cannot be achieved in due time, methylene blue infiltrates the surrounding tissue while ICG may be distributed in the entire circulation and, if the suspected area is not bleeding there will be no signal in the area after washout. Both situations may alter the expected outcome to map the obscure GI bleeding site.

Considering these possible problems, we imagined a novel approach to identify the obscure GI bleeding which is not speculating the early phases of the ICG metabolism, but the late ones (25). Our method is tracking the ICG at the GI bleeding site using laparoscopic infra-red technology to visualize the fluorescent dye in the gut after the ICG clearance from the bloodstream (dye wash-out).

ICG is an inert, water-soluble, fluorescent tricarbocyanine, which binds tightly to blood plasma immediately after intravenous injection (25,26) and, it is uniformly distributed in the circulation within 2 to 3 min (27). Volume of distribution is very close to plasma volume and half-life is very short (3 to 5 min), longer in case of hepatic dysfunction. Extraction from the blood occurs almost exclusively by the liver, therefore ICG is excreted unchanged and almost completely (97%) into the bile in a non-conjugated form. Twenty to thirty min are usually needed for the transition from the distribution to the elimination phase (27,28).

Among its various applications in ocular surgery, neurosurgery, cardiovascular surgery, plastic surgery and cancer surgery, ICG is mostly used to evaluating the tissue blood perfusion or tracking the dye in the lymphatic tree or bile (29).

In GI surgery, ICG is currently used in colorectal surgery (30,31), esophageal surgery (32-34), mostly to control the risk of anastomotic leakage or to evaluate the intestinal perfusion (35,36). But only few studies are using ICG to map the bleeding and only with a preoperative SSMA (13). One of the explanations may be related to the combination of the fluorescent signal at the area of bleeding and, in the circulation, producing visual confusion and significantly limiting the infrared light evaluation. But, in our protocol, we explore the digestive track in infrared light after the dye wash-out from the circulation, therefore being able to capture only the signal from the bleeding site, and, of course from the liver.

This was demonstrated in both our cases included in the feasibility study, in whom the GI bleeding had an unknown origin. The vascular branches of the small bowel may be observed without any signal, while the fluorescence blood can be seen from inside. ($F_{IG}$: 1B and 5B) In both cases, after the ICG administration, in a relatively short time, 22 and 40 minutes, respectively, the bleeding source was identified and was soon after controlled.

It is to be mentioned that the timing is very important for this procedure. A too early exploration may still observe remnant dye in the bloodstream while a too late one, may notice an extended presence of the fluorescent blood in the bowel, enlarging instead of narrowing down the gut area of concern.

Early postoperative GI bleeding is an infrequent complication (1-3.8%) after Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGBP) (37), it is mostly
originated for the gastro-jejunal (GJA) or jejuno-jejunal anastomosis (JJA) and the treatment is conservative in most of the cases (38). In our case the endoscopy was negative for GJA and no indirect sign of a JJA bleeding was demonstrated. A colonic bleeding was considered and not excluded by a tentative colonoscopy. The laparoscopic post ICG bleeding mapping was efficiently indicating that the haemorrhage may be originated from the gastric remnant ($r_{IG}$. Consecutive laparoscopic trans-gastric haemostasis was promptly performed.

We found a limited number of cases published on GI Bleeding from the Remnant in RYGBP, managed by Angiography (39) or double balloon endoscopy (40) and our method may be suitable for some of these situation.

Choledocojejunal bleeding after hepato-biliary-pancreatic surgery is a rare finding, and it is equally subtle to diagnose and to treat. Ectopic jejunal bleeding occurring after liver surgery (41-43) or after Whipple procedures (44,45) is usually siding the bilioenteric anastomosis (BEA). The position of the BEA at the blind end of the afferent jejunal limb makes it more difficult to reach and treat endoscopically (12,13). In our case, the bilio-pancreatic loop could be endoscopically explored but, as explained before, the GI bleeding remained obscure.

Using the laparoscopic post-ICG wash-out mapping, the bleeding source was promptly identified overcoming the limitations of the preoperative diagnostic methods.

As a differential diagnosis for bleeding at this site, both angiodysplasia and ectopic jejunal varix should be considered.

While angiodysplasia lesions are more superficial, involving the mucosa, jejunal varix tend to become larger and involve the submucosa. Therapy for ectopic variceal bleeding aims to obliterate the varices by endoscopic sclerotherapy or ligation, radio-logic embolization, (46), laparotomy-assisted transcatheter variceal embolization (45) or surgical re-anastomosis (46), while angiodysplasia and small varices are efficiently controlled with argon plasma. In our case we could efficiently use argon plasma coagulation (APC) as no significant portal hypertension was noticed.

We appreciate the IGC fluorescence-guided post dye circulation wash-out laparoscopic technique to localize the obscure GI haemorrhage. (Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping) as simple and efficient MIS method, especially for the patients with negative angiography of limited access to the preoperative SSMA. It was used in 2 cases of overt GI bleeding and history of abdominal surgery but, it may be potentially used in occult GI bleedings and in patients with no surgical change of the gut anatomy, too.

To our knowledge the Laparoscopic post-ICG-Bleeding Mapping was never used before and we see its potential to identify a wide range of GI bleeding sources, originated form colorectal, small bowel, or gastric lesions.

The method might have some limitations as it is based on a qualitative evaluation of the bleeding area while the outcome is depending on the bleeding flow and time of dye wash-out. Moreover, our study included a limited number of cases so far, but more conclusions are expected from future evaluations of the method.

**Conclusion**

A successful novel ICG fluorescence-guided laparoscopic mapping technique was used to localize the site of the obscure GI haemorrhage and to facilitate the prompt bleeding control. To the best of our knowledge these are the first published cases for which this technique was used. The feasibility of the method to other challenging GI tract bleedings should be further studied.
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